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!l~r:!\€Wer 100 Employees Strike Yesterday
Striking UNM em]>loyees contract to the CWA this week.
Monday were advised, in a letter ••we feel that the proposal should
from President Ferrel Heady, they be bro\,lght to all bargaining unit
are subjeqt to dismissal without employees for consideration," he
further cause or recourse if they said.
The letter also said, in part: "If
don't return to their jobs by
you are one of those persons who
tomorrow.
Approximately 100 service and fail to report to work or are in
craft employees, part of the any other way withholding your
450·member collective bargaining services, }>lease be advised that if
unit at UNM, stayed away from you fail to report to work or
their jobs Monday and set up perform your normal duties by
Wednesday, September 12, 1973,
picket lines.
you will be terminated effective
THE WORKERS, primarily in the date that you firs"t withheld
the physical plant, student union your services and such
and· housing and food service termination will be without any
departments are represented, in other cause or any other recoutse
the view of the university, by the on your part.
Communication Workers of
Furthermore, should you
America.
return
to work by the date
The striking workers voted
specified
above, but. later during
Saturday to release the CWA as
the
negotiations
withhold services
their bargaining agent and
contrary
to
university
policy, yo\1
established an independent union,
will be terminated immediately
the UNM Workers Union.
witbou t other warning."
The CWA has not sanctioned
HEADY NOTED that the UNM
the strike and has urged the R c g e n t s •" p o I i c y o n
workers to return to their jobs labor-management provides that
while contract negotiations ' 1There shall be no right to strike,
continue.
slowdown, or carry on any other
THE LETTER from Heady was concerted interruption of
sent to every member of the operations of the University, and
bargaining unit. It said that the any employee who engages in
CWA is the only legal bargaining such activity shall be subject to
·representative of the employees immediate dismissal without any
and that the university cannot other cause or any recourse."
U n i versily officials said the
)awfully negotiate with any other
wildcat strike did not seriously
group.
The university, Heady said, will interrupt normal tJniversity
submit a counterproposal for a functions Monday.

Ferrel He·ady' s Letter

(Photo by Richard Bowman)

Striking workers and supporters in front of the SUB yesterday.

StrikingWorkersCompla1n
By DENISE TESSIER
Several workers of the UNM physical plant and
food services went on a "wildcat strike" yesterday,
picketing the New Mexico Union from 4 a.m. in the
rain ·to the late afternoon, appealing to students to
boycott SUB food.
Fifty per cent of the day shift employes at the
physical plant did not show. for wo!k, and at 5 p.m.
at the Mitchell Hall custodial .station, three of 24
workers had checked in to work the night shift.
La Posada dining. hall was unable to provide
dinner for meal ticket holders and gave each holder
$1.25. Breakfast and lunch will be served as usual
today, but there will be the same procedure for
tonight's dinner.
The public information office reported that there
were "no major disruptions" yesterday and that
"essential services were provided."
Picketers around the SUB urged students "not to
break the picket line" and "don't eat here for the
rest of the week," suggesting they eat at the
hamburger places across the street. They also asked
for a boycott of Horn Oil Co. and Shamrock
stations as they are ow~ed by a member. of the
&ard~R~e~L
.
,
The administration has threa~ened to fire the
workers if they do not report to work· ,by
Wednesday.
One picketer said he had a good idea he would be'
fired for striking. "It isn't a legal strike. That's why
we're in jeopardy."

He said 75 per cent of the workers ate married
and that "$1.92 an hour just doesn't cut it.''
Another picketer said, "Most workers have to have
two full time jobs to support their families."
He said the workers had four basic grievances:
The low pay with the high cost of living, no
overtime pay except at activities such as sports, the
desire for double pay on holidays, and arbitration
for the past three months.
Demands of the "wildcat strike" were aired on
KUNM last night and a meeting of workers, students
and professors to organize strike support was held
last night at 7:30.
New Mexico Union director Ted Martinez said
that of the SUB employees, only one. did not come
to work and the number who did show was
especially high for a Monday after payday. He said
the SUB operated on a normal basis.
UNM Worker's Union Secretary Lucipia ccsoupie"
Vigil said food service workers were not striking
because they had been called by their boss Sunday
night and were threatened with dismissal if not at
work by 5 a.m. Monday. She said most of the
.
workers have families.
She added food service supervisors aren't in the
b~rgainlng unit.
Bill Bierbaum, head of food services and
auxilaries was not available for comment.
One cu'stodian in the SUB said he was not striking
because there is "no Utii6'rl." When asked abou:t the
( c.antinued Oil page 6)

This letter is to inform you of
the status of the wHdcat strike
currently in process, .to inform
you of the status of the
negotiations, and to inform you
of the University's position on
these matters.
1. The Communications
Workers of America is the only
legal bargaining representative of
the workers in this bargaining unit
and UNM cannot lawfully
n~otiate with any other group.
2. UNM will submit a proposal
to CWA this week. We feel that
the proposal should be brought to
all bargaining unit employees for
consideration.
3. If you are one of those
persons who fail to report to work
or are in any other way
withholding your services, please
be advised that if you fail to
report to work or perform your
normal duties by Wednesdday,
September 12, 1973, you will be
terminated effective the date that
you first withheld your services
and such termination will be
without any other cause or any
other recourse on yoUr part.
Furthermore, should you return
to work by the date specified
above, but later during the
negotiations withhold services
contrary to University policy, you
will be terminated immediately
without other warning.
The Communications Workers
of America won the right to
represent all of the workers in the
bargaining unit in a valid election
by the majority of the eligible
emplo.yees. In accordance with
University policy, that union was
recognized as the exclusive
bargaining agent for the workers.
Officially, the University cannot
deal with any other group.

The University negotiating
team has been negotiating in good
faith with the union. Not until
Friday, September 7, 1973, did
the union complete its revised
proposal on economic matters. At
that time, the union negotiating
team demanded an on·the·spot
counter-proposal by the
University and indicated an
unwillingness to permit the
University enough time to review
the union proposal.
The University insisted on
enough time to review that
proposal and prepare a meaningful
counter-proposal which should be
acceptable and beneficial to the
workers. The University further
agreed to have that
counter-proposal read·y for
presentation this week. We feel
that it is only fair that CWA
submit the proposal to all
bargaining unit employees and let
the workers decide whether or not
it is acceptable.
We would also like to remind
you of the provisions of the UNM
Regents' Labor-Management
Resolution which . provides,
"There shall be no right to strike,
slowdown, or carrY on an:Y other
concerted interruption of
operations of the University, and
any employee who engages in any
such activity shall be subject to
immediate dismissal Without any
other cause or any recourse."
In order to ensure effective
operation of the University and to
protect the rights of others to
work and receive all the benefits
therefrom, the University
administration will exercise its
rights to dismiss those employees
partici~ating in such illegal acts.
We encourage all employees to
(conlirtued on page 7)
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

An Unlivab-le Wage
The average wage at this university for
blue collar workers is $1.92 an hour. That
in itself is absurd. But rather than look at
the worker who is making that wage, a
look at the more "affluent" blue collar
worker at UNM might shed more light on
the person who is making $1.92.
There is a janitor at UNM who is
making $2.08 an hour. He is married and
has two children. With his "staggering"
wage of $2.08 an hour the man receives
approximately $83 a week. With his $83
. he is expected to feed, clothe, entertain
and house his wife and children.
With the skyrocketing inflationary
spiral of President Nixon's multitude of
phases that janitor's $83 isn't going to go
too far. In fact, it isn't going anyplace at
all.

The workers who have split from the
Communications Workers of America
union may have done so illegally but that

is not the point. When a situation
becomes as intolerable as it apparently has
become for the blue collar workers o"f
UNM then certain risks are in order.
UNM President Ferrel Heady has told
the workers that if they do not report to
work by Wednesday morning they will be
fired.
These people are not asking for
anything outrageous. They want a wage
that will enable them to support their
families in a decent manner. rf Heady fires ·
them they could probably make more
money on welfare than they do now. But
they are not interested in welfare. They
want to work-but obviously not for the
very bad joke that is currently refelTed to
as a wage.
If this university has a brain in its
collective head it will grant these people a
decent, livable wage no matter what the
union calls itself.
•

.Letters
Films at UNM: No Picture,
No Sound, No Trouble
The ASUNM Finance
Committee has drastically cut
your Fi 1m Committee's budget.
This cut will eliminate the many
services and improvcme"nts you
have requested.
No longer will funds he wasted
on free dance and film
extravaganzas whose only purpose
is student entertainment.
No longer will the Student
Union 'fheatre receive new
projectors to improve our
inadequate picture and sound
quality.
No longer will money be
distributed to students from the
production of campus newsreels
and meaningless student opinion
films.
No longer will a high-quality,
portable film projection system be
made available to any campus
organization needing· equipment
to show films.
The Finance Committee has
decided not to waste your money
on u nnece~sary entertainment.
Although many of you asked for
these additional services, and your
Film Committee blindly let our
ears be turned by your requests;
the Finance Committee has now
shown us the error or our ways.
Service organizations that
provjde entertainment are
obviously a detriment to the
student's academic life. These
organizations must now play a
minor role on campus.
Entertainment must not distract
the student from his course of
study. After all, we did not come
to the University of New Mexico
to enjoy ourselves; we are here to
learn.
Send your congratulations to:·
ASUNM Finance Committee
242 New Mexico Union
UN.M, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Michael Quinn
Chairman Film Committee

Incompatible Punishment

'GET THOSE WHEELCHAIRS IN A CIRCLE-HE'S COMIN' BACK!'

..

As senators concerned with the
present constitutional crisis, we
would like to expand and express
our opinions to the student body.
We as'senators must differ with
ASUNM President Ross Perkal's
interpretation of constitutional
authority for allocation of
ASUNM funds.
The points which we see in
dispute are the following:
1. Does an ASUNM President
have the authority to recall funds
unspent during the previous fiscal
year?
2. Does an ASUNM President
have the authority to spend those
funds, once recalled?
It is on the constitutional
ground surrounding the two
aforementioned items that we
disagree with President Perkal.
Regardless of our opinion
about how the money was spent,
we feel it is our legislative
responsibility to avoid the
establishment of a precedent of
Executive allocation of ASUNM
funds, if such spending is not
authorized by the ASUNM
Constitution.
According to Artic~e UI,
Section I of the Constitution, the
Senate ·is· emp.owered with ·thei
allocatiorl oi · ull AssoCiated

Student funds.
The Executive, according to
Article IV, Section I, is
empowered to administrated
budgeted student funds.
In the Constitution, there is no
definition of the term
"administration of budgeted
funds." This, we feel, is a vague,
gray area, which ASUNM Court is
better empowered to resolve.
President Perkal's Executive
Order #2, which transfers all
remaining monies in the balance
of all ASUNM accounts (except
PEC), effective last July 1, into an
uEmergency Budget Fund," we
feel was without constitutional
authority and in violation of
ASUNM law.
If an Appropriation Bill states
that all unused funds will revert
back to the ASUN.M General
Fund, and by virtue of Perkal's
action this was prevented~ then his
acLion is in violation of ASUNM
law.
Nowhere in the Constitution is
the President empO\vered to
enjoin or recall the funds of any
ASUNM organization. Enjoining
of funds is a power delegated by
ASUNM law. Recalling of funds,
.'howevet·~ is not.
· ·Regarding the spending of

those funds once recalled, we feel
was also without constitutional
authority.
One point in particular i.s the
payment of salaries to ASUNM
officials. According to Article III,
Se'ction X of the Constitution,
''The Senate is empowered to
appropriate funds for the purpose
of compensation for student
officials, should it be deemed
necessary.''
Senate did not appropriate any
funds for that purpose, however,
salaries were paid.
Another point regarding .the
spending, which we also feel was
without Constitutional authority,
is the allocation of opet·ating
funds to the Public Relations
Committee, which has not yet
been established as the
Constitution requires.
The allocation of funds is a
power vested in Senate~ and we
feel the establishment of any
precedent otherwise would not
benefit ASUNM or the Student
Body which we were elected to
rept·esent.
Cathy M~nt
~ "'uis Temp kin,
Dave. Peti· · ,l
Gil Gonzales,
. Paul'GooriA .it Goodfriend

rI

If you want to "learn to psych
out the noble beasts" from PE
131, Horseback Riding (in
reference to Patty Nyc's article on
Sept. 6), you certainly aren't
going to learn it from the
instructor. During my first class, I
was enlightened when I saw the
instructor beating a horse because
it would not stand still for him. (I
was told by an assistant that this
was the reason for the beating, so
I'm not absolutely certain.)
Aside from any consideration
of this being a cruel thing to do, it
was just plain stupid. You need
not have studied animal
psychology formally to realize
this, but there are some principles
(empirically .derived in the
laboratory, besides being blatantly
obvious) governing the effective
use of punishment.
One is that "punishment should
reflectively elicit a response
incompatible with the punished
response" (p. 124 Frank Logan's

Fundamentals o( Leaming and
M o tiuation ). Whipping a horse
elicits escape responses (i.e.
movement away from the whip
and whipper) which are not at all
incompatible with what the horse
was being punished for-that is
moving away from the instn.tctor.
Thus the beating totally negated
the desired beha,;or, i.e. the
horse's standing stnl.
Even if I were mistaken about
the reason for which the horse
was being whipped, and the
punished response was
incompatible with the response
elicited by the punishlllent, this
whipping doesn't appear to be the
best way of 1 'making the horse do
something." Perhaps controlling
behavior with punishment (if
do11e properly) is as effective as
controlling behayior with re\Vards,
but th.ere sltll would be a

1

difference in the exact form of ~
the final behavior.
~
A strongly punished horse will :S:
be motivated hy fear (and the · ~
person riding it will be an averse
stimulus); it will act nervously, 0
unwillingly, hardly the type of "
anima] one wants to give
beginners in PE 131.
[
Vega Lalire ~

g'

q

P.S. The nsaddle sores, were
more on the horses than on the
riders.

Higher Grades,'
. Belter Students
Certainly much of what Dean
Wollman hai; to say about grades
is accurate and valuable
information for reevaluating the
grading system. At the same time
we must take into account that
the university organization is not
the same today as it was 10 years
ago.
'
One instance would be that a
student can now drop a course up
to the 1~th week without the
consent of the instructor, and
thereafter with his/her consent.
Dean Wollman particularly cited
language cqurse instructors as
some of the chief "devaluators."
How ever, the removal of the
language requirement has
fundamentally changed the type
of student who enrolls in these
courses.
A student is. now much more
likely to enroll because he wants
to, whereas in he past this was not
always the case. My students at
UNM have been much superior
than those I have taught at three
other universities. I attribute this
superiority mostly to the
banishment of the language
requirement and to the fact that
alJ my "F" and "D" stu·dents who
felt they could not improve
dropped the course. What remains
is a group of students whose good
and excellent grades reflect their
achievement.
Irene Murphy,
T.A. Spanish 1972·73
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Campus Notes
Directory Listing

Students who do not want their
names and address~s printed in
the Student Directory should
,S make a written request for the
deletion to the Vice President for
.!:> Student Affairs office, room 161,
.~
~ Scholes Hall, by Oct. 1.
8
Distribution of the 1973-74
·~
Student Directory is expected to
.,!j be during the last week of
"' October.

"'i

~
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Vet M.eetings

Phi Eta Sigma

Meetings every Tuesday night,
8 p.m. upst.ait·s in the Student
Union Building. EvcryotHI is
invited .

Phi Eta Sigma will be installed
Se]Jlembcr 14, 1973. Any male
sophomore, junior, or senior
studc11t, U1nt had a 3.50 or better
grade point average during his first
som<•stcr as n freshman or a 3.50
avC'ragc for his freshman year is
eligible fot· membership. Contad
Dean Larry L. Manbttts, Mesa Vista
1175 or call 277·6448 for further

•Q>

z

Legal "Luke"

~

the Student Bar Association
Wednesday at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.
at the Law School. Admission is
25 cents. The public is invited.

c6'
''Cool Hand Luke," starring
§l, Paul Newman, will be shown by

V.V.A.W. Meetings
Meetings every Tuesday night
at 8 p.m. upstairs in the SUB.
Everyone is invited.

Folk Song Club
The folk song club will meet

•

population. Contact Carol Cassell
at 265·3722 or Janet Kahn at
255·4080.

Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room
23l·D of the SUB. Beth Van Over
will perform mountain songs and
old ballads, accompanied by
dulcimer and guitar. All in teres ted
persons are welcome.

GSA Elections

Canyon and its
to form Lake Powell
will be the subject of ~wo color
films presented at the Septcmbct·
meeting of the Albuquerque
Sierra Club. The meeting will be
held in the hospitality room of
the First National Bank Bldg.
East, 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Sept.
13. No charge and free
refreshments.

Eh>ctions for the Graduate
Students' Association are to he on
Sept. 24 and 25. Applications for
the positions of President,
Chairperson of the GSA Council
and two graduate representatives
to the University Community
Forum arc being accepted at the
GSA office through Sept. 10. All
applicants must be graduate
students. The positions of
president and chairp~rson receive·
educational grants.

Planned Parenthood

SUB Coat Check

Volunteer speakers are needed
for the Albuquerque Planned
Parenthood Assn. Volunteers will
be trained by the association and
asked to speak to high school
groups on Family Planning,
contr~ceptives and world

The coat and book check in the
SUB ls now open Monday through
Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
This service, free to all stud~nts, is
performed by the men and
women of Alpha Phi Omega,
National Service Fraternity.

Sierra Club
Glen

reclama~ion

"Go" Session
Anyone interested In playing or
l('arning "Go," nn ori('n tal board
game, should attend meetings to
be held every Wednesday evening
nt 8 p.m. in tho SUB lounge.
I.~essons

arC' frC'<'.

Central & San Pedro SE
ndelaria NE

10% off
With Student I.

,~,..,.LCULATOR
Large Selection

Possible Violations Alleged

Pocket, AC-DC,
AC Only,
DC Only
Up to 14 Digit

Investigation ~Called For
In a letter to Harold Lavender,
vice-president for student·affairs,
two ASUNM senators have called
for an investigation of possible
violations of ASUNM law in the
payment of a salary to Arlene
Cinelli as chairperson of the
Public Relations Committee.
Senators Louis Tempkin and
Paul Goori~ charged the Union
Business Office with the
violations.
The senators said in the letter,
·"The Union Business Office, in
Law 4-5-71, is responsible' for
overseeing the payment of
ASUNM funds. It is stated in
Article I of said law, 'The Union
Business Office shall not pay or
allow payment of any Associated
Student funds except as provided
for by ASUNM Law or otherwise
included in the annual ASUNM
Budget.' "
The senators charged the
business office with violation of
that law by allowing payment to
Cinelli under executive authority.
Gooris and Tempkip said
Cinelli was paid on the authority
of ASUNM President Ross Perkal.
They also cited Article Ill,
section 10, of the ASUNM
constitution as the legal basis for
the senate being the authority for
fund appropriation.
The section states "the Senate
shall be empowered to

V.V.A.W. Responds
Mr. Bill Emerson, and
Interested Public,
Let me try to put your head in
the right place. I really don't
know where you get your facts.
0 ff the wall, no doubt. Our
organization has never been an
outcast group! V.V.A.W., as it
existed in 1970, was put on the
list of the top· ten most subversive
organizations right next to the
Black Panthers and the
Weathermen, even though the
organization had always embraced
nonwviolence as a means of
revolution. Our good old friend
Attorney General John Mitchell
was the main man responsible for
doing the propaganda work to
discredit the organizatio'n
publicly. Other than that
V. V .A. W. has been highly credible
to the reading public, and I hope
you know that we were the final
straw that broke the
administration's back, in stopping
the war.
I don't know if you and Mr.
Hart are trying to once again put
V. V.A.W. on trial. Remember the
present administration tried to,
and lost more than once. If you
arc, fine, but please open your
eyes and get the facts straight
before you open your mouth!! We
will not be intimidated!
We arc not a war story kiddie
club. Our organizationt once
again, has changed its objective. If
you care to get the facts about
what we arc doing" I personally
invite you to con1e lo our meeting
of V. V.A. W./W.S.O. tonight,
upstait·s in the student union at
8:00 ..
The ratio of Vietnam vets in
our organization compared to
how many are on campus has
always been absttl'd. This is the
(continued on paga 6)

Valley Center
Open House
The Southwest Valley
neighborhood mental health
center will host an Open House at
its new location, 4025 Isieta Blvd.
SW, on Friday, Sept. 14 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. and the public is
invited to attend.
The ·neighborhood mental
health center is open Monday
through Friday from 8:30a.m. to
5 p.m., plus some evenings.
Services include individual and
group counseling, marital
counseling, medications and home
visiting. Team me.mbers also
operate a special preschool project
to foster normal development
among young children.
The Southwest Valley center ls
one of five satellite centers
operated by Bernalillo County
Mental Health·Mental Retardation
Center,

•
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Keynote Reviews give It to you straight. .. and fast. Selr..Tesls let
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FRIJOLES
CDMBINAnDNPLATES

(YOUR CHOICE, MILD OR SPICY)

basic facts and additional information you need to shore up your weak
spots. Make every minute count-get tho Cliffs KeynOte you need for
efficient, profitable reviews. Avallable for 20 major subjects.

Cliffs Course OuUines

EAT HERE e CARRY-oUT

Helps you keep Up-even ahead-as you study required basic courses.
Keyed to majOr textbooks. Helpful quesUons. essay topics
and bibliography.

FIESTA SPECIAL

Professional Education Series

2 Enchlladas•l Taco
SP.Gnlsh Style-Frijoles

.99c
1830 LOMAS N.E.
2308 EUBANK N.E.

A must for educatl~n majors. The first series to relate educational
theory to the realities of what's happening now in education. Now
covering more than 20 major topics.

Get them at

booksellers

Sexual Discrimination Affairs Office Planned~
In an effort to stop sexual
discrimination on cum pull through
legal moans ASUNM President
Ross Perkal has made provisions
in the proposed stu dent budget
for the establishment of a Sexual
Discrimination Legal Affairs
Division.
"The purpose of the Sexual
Discrimination Legal Affairs
Division will be to seck out and
correct sexual discrimination in
any area at the university," said
Perkal.
"There is a pilot program and
its funding should be assumed by
the univer.sity after this year."
Perkal said he saw the need for
such a program 1 'bocause I saw
many minor sexual
discriminations at the u nivcrsity.
"For example, a minor
irritation is the forms a stqdent
has to fill out to get in the
u nivcrsity-they're very sexist
formS."
UNM entrance forms require
students to
their sex

require a woman, if she is married,
to give her maiden name and the
name or her husband, "This
should read tspouse,'" said
Perkal.
'l'wo Attorneys
"Since we did pass the Equal
Rights Amendment, we should
take some social action at this
school to enforce it."
Perkal has chosen two 1973
graduates of the New Mexico Law
School to run the program at a
cost of $750 a month for a period
of ten months.
The attorneys, Betty Read and
Sandy Grisham, plan to work
closely with the Women's Center
on campus-although the new
legal division will not be a part of
the Women's Center,
"One of the problems is that
there hasn't been much
investigation in the area of sexual
discrimination,•' said Grisham.
"But the Women's Center has
been
statistics in this

area and we will be using their
information,"
Grisham and Read arc both
employed by private Jaw firms in
the city that will provide much of
the clerical work for the program
at no cost to the university.
"We originally were going to
request $10,000 for the
program," said Perkal. "$7500 for
salaries and $2500 for secrej:arial
work, But Sandy (Grisham) and
Betty (Read) were so excited
about the job they volunteered
their firms for the secretarial
work." The Perkal budget
provides $7 500 for the new legal
divjsion.
Both Grisham and Read will
work quarter time (ten hours a
week each) if the program is
funded.
"That's incredibly inexpensive
r0 r an attorney's time," said
Perkal.
Legal Means
Although the program's goal is
to use legal means to change
university policies, Grisham and
Read said they believe they can
make a number of changes at the
university without going to court
at all.
"We're not anticipating suing
the university left and right-we
simply want to define the
guidelines of the Equal Rights

AmPndment and the Title 7 Act
"We are hoping that when we
for the administration. In many st~u·t. operating, women will come
cases they may be unaware that to us when they are discriminated
s(lxual discrimln~tion exists," said ~ainst because of their sex/' said
Read:
R~d
"This will be a way to educate
The attorneys will be looking
people about the rights they have. solely for sexual discrimination on
With concrete examples of the university campus and said
individual cases the university will that in some areas they will be
be able to define federal and state able to aid men who aren't given
laws 1 "
said Jean Frakes, jobs or are otherwise
coordinator of the Women's discriminated against because of
Center.
their sex,
Read said their legal division
"I'm sure we will discover
would not be a duplication of the many kinds of discrimination such
Clinical Law Program: "Although as racial discrimination while
we are hoping Jaw school students we're working. Although we
will help us through volunteer · won't be handling that we will
work, we will be able to do things give anything we find to the
that cannot be done by the proper authorities," said Read.
Clinical Law Program.
Educational Experience
"For instance, clinical Jaw
Grisham, Read and Perkal all
students cannot sue the university said the program would be an
because they are funded in part educational experience for the
by the state," said Read,
university as a whole and that by
defining guidelines fo'r the
administration, changes could be
Many Problems
The women said they were incurred without "long, painful
aware of many problems at the litigation."
"Things happen to women and
university in the area of sexual
people think, 'That's just the way
discrimination.
"Rumors come to us about the world is,' but we can change
many parts of the university, And that by educating people," said
though most of the problems Read.
Perkal said that "this is my
apply to work situations, there are
many that apply to students," most idealistic program, but it's
been long needed."
said Read.
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Pharmacy 482

Drug Course Instituted

\\Tin
this Honda
3 First Prizes: HONDA Super Sports
50 Second Prizes:
Columbia 10-speed bikes
Guess the number of staples
in the jar.
The jar is approximately 8V4"
high and 10" in circumference.
It's filled with Swingline Tot
staples. (Look for the clue
about Tot capacity in the
coupon.)
The Tot 508 stapler is unconditionally guaranteed. It
staples, tacks, mends. Only
98~· with 1 ,000 staples at your
stationery, variety or college
bookstore.
Cub" Desk and Hand
staplers are only $1 .98*.
And the Super Cub'" sta·
pier with no-slip,

rL=---

I
I

(You eould fill between 200
and 300 Tots With the sta~
pies In lhe jar.)

I
I
I

I

·--

---,

(-Suggested Retail Pt1cc

P.O. Box 169

may still be able to do so,"
Banker said. "You may contact
me at 299·4 676 or Marie
Jaramillo at 266·0834."
The purpose of the course is to
provide a means whereby students
can understand the nature of
current drug related programs,
gain knowledge appropriate to
their interests as they relate to
drug abuse and misuse, and
participate in community
experiences related to drug

prevention,

tr~atment,

or

research.
"We will have guest lecturers
from the community come and
speak to the class ihroughou t the
semester. There are no
prerequisites needed for the
course and it is available to the

-·--·-·--·-···· ···------··---····-----·--

no-scratch base, only $2.67•.
Fill in coupon or send post
card. No purchase required.
Entries must be postmarked by
Nov. 30, 1973 and received by
Dec. 8, 1973. Final decision by
an independent judging organIzation. Prizes awarded to entries (learest actual count. In
case of tie, a drawing determines winners. Offer subject
to all federal, state and local
laws. Void in Fla. and Wash.
and wherever prohibited
or restricted.

SWING LINE HONDA

What do you "know" about
drugs?
Pharmacy 482, a Drug
Education course working under a
federally funded interdisciplinary
program called ·Proj~ct Speed, was
instituted ibis semester to inform
and educate students on the
nature of drug use and abuse in
our society,
Among some of the areas the
course will concentrate on are. the
pharmacological, legal, social,
psychological and political aspects
of drugs,
"The emphasis will be on
learning, and not on grades in this
class," said John Banker, the
Student Coordinator for Project
Speed.
•
"Students who wish to enroll

F

1
1
,____ I
·----State--~Zip_ I
NewYork,N.Y.10016

ihero are
staples. In
the Jar, Important: Write yout

giJoss ot.llside the envelope,

lower lefl hand corner.

Telephone No. _ _ _ __
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student on variable credit,"
Banker stated.
Some of the suggested projects
and learning activities students
may participate in through the
class are such local programs as
DRUG, the Cultural Center, La
Llave, Bernalillo County Mental
Health Center or the Model Cities
Program.
The student is not limited to
only these programs as he may
suggest and participate in any
other local drug related program
on an individual basis or in a
group effort,
The direction of the course is
outlined by the students
themselves.
The class will also include a
value clarification program
through which students will
discuss how and why people
develop certain attitudes toward
drugs.

!fhe television triumvirate- Canadian drama about growing up
NBC, CBS, and ABC-is ready, in 2285 might be an exception. I
set, and about to telecast a season don't know if any Albuquerque
top-heavy with badly·contrived stations will be carrying it,
detective plots, and movies
* * ' * from TV
re-cast, re·plotted and cut into as
You can't tell much
many 30·minute segments as it Guide, but at least part of
takes to fill fall and winter.
"Playhouse New York: The
Twenty-nine crime shows cut 1940s' (KNME/Thursday/8 p.m.)
prime-time airwaves at the rate of will deal with political repression
four per day. A d ozen of them are and feature Dalton Trumbo,
new this fall, most about o nee-blacklisted author of the
detectives.
WWI anti·shock novel, "Johnny
When you're selling tha_t many Got His Gun."
shows about the same thing you
Trumbo's book was repressed
have to do some stretching. So during WWII-mostly by Trumbo
C B :3 throws us two black and his publisher. The FBI
detective series: Shaft the investigated him after he reported
flamboyant and Tenafly, his pacifist correspondents who
suburban-tamed counterpart. wanted his "book back on the
From NBC we get a magician shelves. "It served me right," he
crime fighter, an ex·con detective said later, i\1 the introduction to
dropped from a 28·year prison the 1959 edition.
sentence into 197 3, and two old
Everyone was a nationalist in
sisters who solve murders by WWII. All it took was Vietnam to
snooping in peoples' windows.
bring HJohnny.," in movie form.
"Bob&Carol&Ted&Alice," the He didn't put the lid on Johnny
late '60s movie about sensitivity, this time around.
being honest, and smoking
"Forty thousand dead young
marijuana in America, is a men = 3000 tons of bone and
situation comedy now. The idea is flesh, 124,000 pounds of brain
the same-two sclf·conscious matter, 50,000 gallons of blood,
swingers and their 1,840,000 years of life that will
just·as·self·conscious friends-but never be lived, u Trumbo writes in
they probably won't end up (like the 1970 re-introduction to his
in the movie) four in a double book. "Every time I look at the
bed.
flag my eyes fill with tears,"
I've never seen what tv has
TV Guide mentions him as an
done to "M*A*S*H." Now they afterthought, at the end of the
have ushaft/' "Love Story," and listing. They mention Ingred
"Bob&Ted" on their tables. Most Bergman, Robert Mitchum, and
new shows won't. start until John Huston closer to the top.
October, It will be interesting There wi\1 be cuts from "The
then t.o see where they did the Great Dictator," "Casablanca,"
cutting.
and "The Maltese Falcon," they
say.
.
Two years ago the FCC ordered
I don't know how TV Guide
local stations to fill one decides who gets top billing.
prime·time slot a night with Maybe they don't know who
non·nctwork programming. Prime Trumbo is. Or maybe the show is
time access, they· called it-cutting just a nostalgia trip for old·time
spaces in the electromagnetic movie freaks. It's worth watching
curtain. The triumvirate no doubt just to see.
felt the holes, but the competition
* this week
is I ess than fierce. What the
The rest of* the* action
stations buy are space fillers; is in the movies: Channel 13 has
privately-franchised packages-not "In the Heat· of the Night" on
NBC·CBS·ABC-just weekday Wednesday, "Eve! Knieval"
morning gameshow fare. "The
New Dating Game," "Elephant
Boy,'' HOzzie and Harriet, u and a
Joe Garagiola money quiz-the
FCC is debating dropping the rule.
Do the networks monopolize the

* * *
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Crafts will be exhibited through Oct. 5 at the University Art Museum.

Crafts Exhibit Showing Now
Potters, jewelers and weavers
from 26 states are currently
showing their art at the University
Art Museum Invitational Craft
Exhibit. The show will run
through Oct. 5, Over 80 craftsmen
are participating in the show.
The exhibit is entitled
Symposium II and is produced in
conjunction with a lecture to be

given on Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. by
Professor Maurice Grossmun,
Grossman is a professor of at·t

at the University of Arizona and
will leelu re on the present status
of crafts.

Thursday, and "Planet of the
Apes," Friday night at 6:30.
Channel 7 is showing "Irma Ia
Douce" on Saturday; Channel 4,
"Play Misty for Me," next
Monday night at 7.
ABC's World Premiere Movie of
the Week, "She Lives!" is
dismissed by Judith Christ as
another uLo'1fe"• Story." "Ali
MacGraw and Ryan O'Neal were a
bit overage for the roles," Hhe
says. ABC calls it "a story o( love
and a search for a miracle." It's
about college freshmen in love
and an incu-rable disease, so
maybe Christ is right. But it's
fashionable to hate "Love Story"
and hard to believe that anyone
would try to rehash it on
television with slightly-altered
circumstances. It overlaps "In the
Heat of the Night" so I guess no
one will watch it. Maybe it's good,

At.the GENERAL STORE

airwaves when no one wants to

Student Organization
Rechartering

compete?
"The Starlost," a syndicated

The dealine for student
organizations to be rechartered
with UNM is Friday, Sept. 21. If
organizations have not received
information packets they should
contact the Student Activities
Center at 277-4706.
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Hair Design for Men

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 77
No. 12
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277·4202;
Tht! New Mc.xico Daily I... obo is
published Monday throuF:h J.~~iday
every re~vlar week of ihc
Uniwrslty Y<.>ar and weekly during
the summer session by the Board of
Student Publications of the
University of New Mt•xico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. S<'cond class posta~t:! paid at.
AlbuquCrqu<:>, New Mc1<ico 8710(}.
Subscription rate is $7,!">t'> fot the
academic year.
The opinions cxprt.•ssl-d on the
(.'tl.itorial IJ3l!CS of The Daily J.. obo
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Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment Only

Q

!·
' DIAL 255-0166 1
l
-··
7804 Central SE
i

arc those of the author sol<Jly.
UnsiP.ncd opinion i.s that of the
t'dit.orial board nf The Dally Lobo.
Nothing prinlN.I in The Daily Lflbrt
ncct•ssarily rcprcsl'nls Lh<• vlcW!i nf
,L-~h~.-~nivcrsity o( Nt!W ~lt•xico.

By George Johnson
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GAMES

•

•

•

Monopoly
Parchesi
Scrabble
Checkers
Chess
Risk
Clue
3-D Agravation
3-D Tic Tac Toe
Careers
Cribbage
Puzzles
&more
ALSO-A Complete Selection of Paraphanalia,
Posters, Books, and Magazines.

Next time you see
someone polluting,
point it out.
It's a burning dump. It's a smoking
car. It's litter in our parks.
You know what pollution is.
But not evet·yone does.
So the next time you see pollution,
don't close your eyes to it.
Write a letter. Make a call. Point it
out to someone who can do something
about it.
People start pollution. People can stop it.

Open 'till midnight-] days a week

The General Store
111-A Harvard S.E.
266-2700

{"'~..
'~ Keep America Beautiful
~<-'
~

99 Pork Avenue, New York, New York 10016

.

A Pul:iie Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council
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by Garry Trudeau
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LONDON (UPf)-Bomb QX.plosions inside two crowded London
railroad stations Monday killed a Chinese tourist, <injured at least 11
other persons and sent panic-stricken commuters fleeing in the
bloodiQst of Britain's current wave of terrorist bombings.
H was the first death in the three-week series of bombings believed
carried out by thQ Irish Repttblican Army.
Police and Scotlaml Yard inspectors said the injured included a baby
in a carriage and the dead man's wife, whose leg was blown ofT.
The first bomb exploded at 1.2:35 p.m. in a trash hin outside a
women's lavoratory, ncar a crowded train platform at J<iog's Cross
Station.
The second went off at l.: 30 p.m. shattering a snaclt bar at Euslon
Statio.n, a modern, sprawling glass, steel and marble terminal several
blocks from King's Cross.
•
Both stations are in the heart of London.
"Everybody ran like hell," said Michael Green, a ticket collector at
King's Cross Station. "People were tripping over one another and kids
and women were screaming."
"It was like a clap of thunder," said Peter Heam, a railwayman at
King's Cross. "There was absolute chaos everywhere. u
NEW YORK (UPI)-Fighting to the last for a postponement, John N.
Mitchell and Maurice H. Stans, the first ex-cabinet members to face
criminal charges in 50 years, were scheduled to go on trial Tuesday on a
16-count federal indictment.
An unprecedented 1500 potential jurors were summoned to
Manhattan Federal District Court for jury selection, which may last a
week.
Before the selection process begins, a three-judge U.S. Appeals Court
panel will rule on a motion for a postponement of the trial, which
Mitchell, former U.S. AUorncy General, and Stans, former Commerce
Secretary, called a ''rush to judgment."
U.S. District Judge Lee Gagliardi had denied previous appeals for a
delay, as well as a motion for dismissal of tho charges because or
"massive prejudicial publicity" from the Watergate scandal.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Democratic leaders in Congress Monday
accepted President Nixon's peace overtures and took under
consideration a package of 50 bills he wants passed, many of them
before the end of the year.
But there was some Capitol Hill skepticism that Nixon's effort to
smooth relations with Congress by his offer to compromise on
legislation would work.
"The President feels he is trying to compromise his way," Speaker
Carl Albert s.~id after Nixon met with House leaders over breakfast. "He
feels his willingness to compromise is genuine."
"But what we might cull n compromise might; go loo fm• with him
and his views might go too far for us."
Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield, who met with Nixon last
week, said he feels the President is serious about averting
confrontations and added "My impression is that the President
intended to bring about a degree of cooperation" by meeting with
congressional leaders.
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across from

Yale Park
Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements

2316 Central SE
268-4708

FO·REIG·11 Alll;O U10'R1\S
COM~LETE

FOREIGN CAR REPAIR

• Expert Mechanics
Honest Prices
All work fully guaranteed

4901 Gibson SE

268-9050

(one block west of San Mateo)

Myers Auto Air Conditioning
is now offering more
Tune Ups

Brake Work
Electrical Systems

.~

Myers Auto Air Conditioning.
(across from Yale Park)
105 Cornell SE-265-7545
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Striking Workers Complain
(continued from page 1)

•

•

•

UNM Workers Union, he said, "I don't believe in

by the bargaining unit and the university will pay
the
unit the 7 per cent increase if they will forget
A picketer-herself not threatened with being
the retroactive pay.
fired as it was her day off-said she had been called
Vigil said a 7 per cent raise had been announced
by her boss to work or "scab" as the picketers call
by
the Albuquerque Tribune Thursday but "the
it, but she refused.
' non-pro f esswna
'
Is' had not received ' any offer
Vigil herself \YaS said by one of the picketers to
except four cents,"
have J:cen "Rou~hed up by ~he cops" early yesterday
She said an article had also appeared in a Sept. 6
mormng. She satd that Rambow Bread was coming
issue of Campus News concerning the allocation of
into the SUB and, "I stood in the way," She was
funds.
asked to move but stood her ground she said and
Gamer said that the appearance of these articles
four policemen picked her up by 'the
and
are "flagrant violation of the Memorandum of
pushed her face against a wall. "They wero really
Agreement." In this Memorandum made July 18
very rough," she said, "more than I thought they
Phil Alarid, Floyd Williams, Bill Bierbaum and
should have been." She displayed bruises on both
negotiations advisor Frank Wesley and the ~nion
arms, which she attributed to the incident.
workers, agreed not to umake press releases and/or
In a hand-delivered letter to Dr. Ferrel Heady
writing letters or publishing other information
yesterday, UNM Worker's Union President Joe
regarding
Union/Management relations without
Garner said that "a democratic 'Vote was taken to
prior approval of the other party."
disaffiliate ourselves from the CWA
Vigil said she felt the releases were made to make
(Communications Workers of America)" and that
the workers '"look bad," as the papers say they
any settlement reached with the CWA w'ould not be
received a 7 per cent increase when they were
recognized by the UNM Worker's Union.
offered
4 cents, about a 2 per cent increase.
uThe purpose of this Jetter," he said "is to advise
The
strikers'
temporary headquarters is located
you that our offer to enter into aro~nd·the-clock ·
on
Girard
and
was
donated for the workers' usc by
negotiations still stands."
the
Qualters.
Secretary
Vigil said that yesterday
Vigil said the workers want better wages, better ·
students
and
professors-some
law professors-came
working conditions and no paid parking. The cost of
around and donated money, "which is really super
parking for a worker is $39 a year.
of them, I think." Yesterday afternoon the group
"The average person in food service makes less
had
$55 in donations. "lt's a lot," Vigil said. "It
t~a? $~00~ a year a~d are eligible for food stamps,"
really,
really helps." She said the money is being
V1gd satd. As they tJtled us in the newspaper we're
1
used to feed picketers and help with gasoline
non-professional; empfoyees:u
'
expenses.
UNM Worker's Union President Joe Garner said
Vigil was CWA secretary during negotiations and
uas of 1 July, a 7 per cent increase had been
said,
"We're still the officers and still lTying to do
allocated for the workers," and that 7 per cent had
what
is best for the people. We'll be here as long as
not been offered at the bargaining table but that an
the
Quakers
donate use of the house to us and as
increase of four cents had been offered.' He said the
long
as
is.
necessary.
We'll be here as long as it
7 per cent allocated in July had not been received
takes," she said,
it,,

arms'

Applications are now being
accepted at the UNM Office of
International Programs and
Services for Junior Lectureship
awards under the Fulbright-Hays
program,
Applications will be accepted
until Nov. 1 for the junior
lectureships in American studies
in Belgium, France, Italy and
Spain for the academic year
1974·75.
Dr. Gerald Slaving, director of
International Programs, said
applicants should be advanced
graduate students or 'scholars who
have recently completed their
doctorate degrees, preferably in
American literature, American
history or government, but also in
economics, geography,
psychology, or sociology.
Good knowledge of French or
Spanish is required for
appointments in France or Spain.
One award is also to be offered
to a junior scholar for research in
Belgium in some aspect of
Atlantic studies.
Additional information is

available" at the Office of
International Programs and
Services, 1717 Roma N.E., or
directly from the Committee on

Inter national Exchange of
Persons, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, N.W,, Washington, D.C.
20418.

what V.V.A.W./W.S.O. wants to
change. We want no more wars!!
Therefore, we as an organization
must
strive to amend the
(continued from page 2)
conditioned Racism and Sexism
only part you seem to have gotten that exists in our "enlightened
right in your letter. As you know society.''
(maybe you don't), Vietnam vets
New battlefields on the social
are very apathetic to anything front are necessary if we as a
political. They figure anything nation can go .on living
political is bull, because the TOGETHER and with
reason tbey were sent to the war OURSELVES.
was political, not by the people of
Open your mind, Brother, and
the U.S. Ergo, most Vietnam vets help Struggle with us. If we are
don't want anything to do with United, Victory is forseeable. '
politics.
While there is a lower class
The only thing most Vietnam
We are of it_
vets want is peace. Biet?? It seems
While there is a criminal class
you know the Vietnamese
We are of it
language, but I don't think you
While there is a soul in prison
realize why the war is happening.
We are not Free
How could you miss this objective
HELP SUPPORT THE
if you were over there? Maybe, STUDENT WORKERS STRIKE!!
that it cops down to all of the
David Shaykin
conditioning you were subjected
P.S. All criticism is appreciated
to throughout your life, That's as long as it is constructive.
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By GREG LALIRE
A $portscast that may be heard one day soon:
This is Howard Nosell speaking of sports. The big news today is the
signing of the four biggest names in heavyweight boxing to a round
robin tournament of extraordinary proportions.
Mu~ammed Ali, Ken Norton, Joe F1·azicr, and recognized world
champiOn George Foreman put their valuable names on the gold-dotted
lines at a news conference this morning. Each boxer will face the three
others during a six-month period starting in September.
Why did these four men agree to this extremely rigorous test of their
skills? Why would Ali give up his "fight a bum a month" policy for the
likes of Foreman, Frazier, and Norlon? And wasn't Frazier the man
who sat on the heavyweight crown and then fell asleep there? Fraziet·'s
policy was "fight a bum every six months." Having to fight was akin to
visiting the dentist twice a year-something bothersome and painful but
necessary.
Money, Money
The answer to such questions is of course money. Each boxer is
guaranteed two and a half million for this venture. If Norton gets
knocked out in the first round by Ali, Frazier, and Foreman, he still
gets the dough.
At the news conference Ali said: "I'm gonna more U1an return
Norton's favor of messing with pretty faces by breaking his pretty jaw
in two or three places. I'll bre!lk his jaw without a flaw.
"Joe Frazier's getting fat and slow. I wonder if he'll even show. But
if he does, the Joe blues will be sung. The bell ain't the only thing that's
By CHRlSTfNA FRIEDBERG
gonna be rung.
Being a confil·med lover of one
"As for Foreman, when I get through with him, his face will look sport, tennis, I went to the
like the American Clag ... only red, black, and blue."
paddleball courts with a rather
negative attitutde. My mind was
Said Nothing
soon changed to the point where I
Foreman, Frazier, and Norton had nothing to say, Undoubtedly, am now considering adding a
they were already contemplating $200,000 houses, Mercedes Benzs, second sport to my .list of
yachts, and Swiss hank accounts.
activities.
Two baseball signings of note took place yesterday: AI Dollarski,
My leanin!l· toward tennis stems
22-year-old fullback and outfielder from Michigan State, and from a love or the outdoors. I had
18-year·old phenom Rocky Feller, a high school graduate.
never heard of paddleball unLil
Dollarski had offers from fourteen National Football League teams this summer when I was
but they couldn't match the $175,000 in bonus money put up by the introduced to the game and then
Cleveland Indians: Dollarski explained, "The 42 touchdowns I scored in this semester when I sat in on
college don't mean a thing wben you get to an NFL training camp. Gary Mazaroff's class offered at
You're just another guy trying to earn a position on the team. But I go UNM.
to Cleveland with 175,000 bucks already in my pocket and there's no
The fundamentals of paddlcball
way I'll be sent down to the Minors. Not with the pitching staff the are familiar to all beginning tennis
Indians got."
players. Like tennis, it gives
"The money . was the. reason I decided on baseball instead of everyone a chal)ce to burn-off
football," AI added coldly.
excess calories pleasantly, but
once you get on the court, you
Teen-age Marvel
want to win, you want victory!
Feller was signed right out of high school where he averaged two and
The sport is a lot like tennis but
a half strikeouts an inning for three years. Texas Ranger owner Bob with a big difference: it's a lot
Short, who handed Feller a $190,000 bonus, plans to pitch his teen-age faster! There is closer body
marvel against the TWins Tuesday.
contact with the racket, since
Short's reason: "Rocky should bring us a SRO crowd on his first paddleball is played with a
start and there's no doubt in my mind that every time he pitches after short-handled racket. The ball is
that he'll be good for an e:Jttra 15·20,000 people in the ball park." .
fuzzless, so it bounces higher and
As you all know, Jack Nicklaus passed up the $164,000 Ed requires more control to put it
McMahon Budweiser Classic yesterday. Today Jackie told me over a where you want it.
The courts used are the squash
glass of Schlitz that he's just getting too old to play in all the minor golf
tournaments.
courts at Johnson Gym. They arc
The man they called Johnny U. for so many years in Baltimore is a enclosed rooms with four walls
dear friend of this reporter. He told me just this morning that he will and a ceiling, all used by the
retire as player coach of the San Diego Chargers and buy 60 per cent of players to outwit and outhit their
Baltimore Colt stock which will of course make him majority owner of opponents.
his old team. Expect the story to hit the wires in a couple or three days.
To me, the back wall is the
most useful. Not only can you use
Sports Briefs
it to lift off shots from the
Elsewhere briefly, Burgess Jackson will be paid over $800,000 by the ''enemy," but you can hit them
Seattle Supersonics not to play for the Utah Stars this basketball from the front wall directly to the
season. J. P. Green won the $200,000 World Pepsi Cola Putt-Putt Golf back wall, over your opponent's
Tournament in Houston thus making him runner-up to Joe Paar on the head-a difficult shot for an
year's money list. The $150,000 Battle of the·sexes IV between Bobby intermediate player to return!
Riggs and Chris Evert was postponed indefinitely when Riggs was
So, saw-off the handles of your
rushed to the hospital yesterday suffering from an overdose of vitamin
pills.
In football transactions today Roman Gabriel of the Philadelphia
Eagles bought twenty shares of Xerox, Lance Wentzel of the Los
Girls interested in joining the
Angeles Rams bought two pounds of something in a plain brown bag, women's rugby team can go to the
and Ron Johnson of the Giants purchased his third Lincoln fields cast of Johnson Gym this
Continental.
Wednesday (Sept. 12) at 5 p.m.
The New York Mets played an afternoon game today and were The team will try to meet
expected to win it because Tom Seaver was pitching, but Tom Terrific regularly on Mondays and
was scratched at the last minute to make a Gillette commercial and Wed11esdays (5 p.m.) and hopes to
substitute Ray Sadeki was bombed for five runs in the first eventually compete on and off the
artd ... that's all we have time for today ladies and gentlemen because field with other universities.
"Big Mothers" are wanted since
I'm late for the filming of a Froot·of·the-Loom underwear
commercial ... this has been Howard Nosell reporting.

Meeting September 11, 7:00p.m., SUB Room 231
Bridge game to follow.
There will be tables in the lobby of the SUB,
September 6 & 7 to sign up for membership.
.
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Where Their Heads Are At

True Fuzzballer
Peels-Off Fuzz

-

Photo by M il<e Gun dcrt

(Photo by Mary Beers)

Fun Workout at Paddle ball Court
tennis rackets and peel-off the
fuzz of your tennis ball and get
into paddleball. If you are still
skeptical, go to the men's
intramural tournament on Oct. 8,
the co·recreation tournament on
Oct. 29 where you can watch
doubles (both men and women
compete), or the intramural
women's tournament on Nov. 11.
They'll convince you.
It is double pleasure to deceive
the deceiver.-La Fontaine

spectuum

oto

One is easily fooled by that
which one lovcs.-Moliere

Big Mothers Wanted For Rugby Team

Heady'$ Letter

Help Organize a Bridge Club

..

f

;:;·

,t:1

Bridge Your Bag?

10% discount with student I.D.

:!l"'

0

Fulbright Lectureship Awards Offered
LOBO Opticians

""""'

·"'z

PO?

CAPN?
I

..,

(continued from page 1)
return to work and permit the
orderly process of contract
negotiations.
Sincerely yours,
Ferrel Heady
President
F_ootball, baseball, basketball,
and hockey are games of inches,
but cross·cou ntry is a game of

.miles.

Here's a "where is he now?":
Where is that young whiz on the
tennis courts who won the U.S.
Open in 1941? Hls name is Robert
Riggs.

The world's total of language
and dialects is now estimated to
be about .:...:__:___
5800.

__

Ex-Lobo and ex-Dallas Cowboy
Don Perkins gained 6,217 yards
and had a 4.1 rushing average for
eight seasons in the National
Football League .

rugby is a cross between soccer
and football, but size isn't
everything. A try in rugby is
equivalent to a touchdown in
football. You might try it.

COMMERCIAL
2817 SAN MATEO NE
TELEPHONE 268·4537

Prescriptions filled
lenses reprac:ea

Ride
The
Mon.-Fri.'
Sat.
265-3667

6)

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RntCfl; 10¢ per word, $1,00 minimum.
'l'crms: Payment muat be mndo In fun
prior to lnacrtlon or advertisement,
Where: Journull~m Dnllcllng, Room 206,

1) PERSONALS
------~------------~--~-----~
S'.rAFl•' WRITEHS, AR'riSTS, PliOTOG·

'l

3)

bv mail
Clnsslllecl Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87100
&r

5) FOR SALE

SERVICES

'fHE NEW DANCE CEN'fER Ia starting
cluasca, AU up;ea and Jqvcls of modern
RAPHERS nrc needed tor 'fhunclcrbird
and ethnic offered. Jienrlcd by Joanne
mnguzlnc. 205 Journnllsm, 277-42()2.
J~mmona and Nancy Nathan, call 298·
UNITED NA'flONS SHOP, Old Town.
1701,
9/14
Ordur UNICEF Chrlatmna curds now.
NEED 'fYPING DONE? Cull Susan Help the world's chlhJren. 243·4950, 10/1
----=·-- =
266·1349, ti0c·60c per pnge, Expericn~:cd.
NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS
'l'uearlny
9/11
nltes: 7 :80 Cunterbury Chapel, 4:l6 UniDANCE
JNS'f:RUCTION
In
BELEN
&
versity, NE.
0/11
TJOSQUE FARMS. Dnllct, jazz, tap, acUNITED
NATIONS SHOP:
Flutes,
robntlca, Instruction by Patricia Anscurves, ponchos, ethnic clothes.
0/12
drews, 10 yrs. Profcssionnl tenchlngo experience, Rcu-lstrntlon Tu~.. Sept. 18,
FEMALE ROOMMA'fE to ahnrc !nntnstlc
noon-7 p,m., the Jnyccc llut, Belen. For
2-bdrm house, 4 blocks from cnmpua.
prc-rc~dstrntlon call 256-3806 In Alb.,
Now. $80 plus utilities your share. Pets
869-201i8 In Delcn nnd DF.
OIL 842-6060 eves.
9/15
J.EGAL SERVICES, UNM Lnw School
BABY SITTERS. Mothers needing baby
Clinical Prosrrnm offers legal services
sitters, I need '!,~th-299-8278,
0/14
for stu<lcntll nnd stuff. Furnished by
qunllth!d Jnw atudcnm under fuculty suHlDE nnd/or niDERS-S£lntn Fc-UNM
nervislon. Avallnblllty limited to those
Mon-Wcd.·Frl. LV Snntu Fe '( urn, rewhose nsscm and Income do not exceed
turn 5:30 pm.-Spend a weekend In
established gul<lellncs. 50c registration
Snntn Fe I $1.00 onll·Way, Ph.-983·2201.
fcc. Cnll 277-2913 or 277-3604 for In·
formation and nppolntmcnw. Sponsored
HAVE XOU EVER NEEDED SOMEONE
JUS'!' TO LISTEN? AGORA 277-3013
by Aasoclntcd Studcnw of UNM.
trn
or NW Corner, Mesn Vlstn.
0/14
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP/Auto
DET.IOIOUS :FOOD - reasonably priced:
fire, renter's, lift>, truck, commcrcinl. Cull
12:00-1:15, Mon-Fri; Canterbury Chnpel
Joe Allcn-265-~~26.
9/},!
421i University NE.
9/21
IMAGES-PORTRAITS, PASSPORTS, nP·
nlkntlon photogrnnhs. Close, nulck, anne,
l~lUST '!'RAINING MEETING for neraon
2312-A Ccntrnl SE, Behind Butterllclds.
interested In becoming AGORA Volunteers will be held Monday, Sept, 17, 7:30
2£Hl-9!lli7.
trn
pm, Mitchell Hall 122.
IJ/14
FJ.,UTE r..ESSONS by UNM music grad·
DABYSI'l'TER WANTED severn! % days ' unte. $3.00 per lesson. 243-3643.
8/30
u week. Mother with child, 01<: Own
tranBP?.r~atlon. 344-!1760,
9/14 . PASSPORT, IDENTIFIOATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, plcnslng.
liO'r AIR BALLOON CLUD. Would you
Near UNM. Cnll 265·2444 or come to
like to !ly In my beautiful balloon 1 Cull
1717 Girnrd N.E.
9/7
Steve 765·1027.
9/12
ASTROLOGY - everything you nlwnya
WANTED: 'l'UTOR !or Intt·o. Statistics,
wanted to know. Classes & horoscopes.
Will pny, 260-0034,
ll/11
268-0906.
0/25
WANT TO DUY used, twin-sized wnter4) FOR RENT
betl. (31f.l ft. X 7ft.) 242-2144, Bob. 9/11
ENROLL In a credit class in religion.
10x19 Oarngc, 2 bloel<s from UNM, secure,
Tuition, $6. Christian Student Center,
convenient, $26. Monthly. Compare
130 Girard NE. 265-4312.
IJ/12
prices. 266-0789,
0/~
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dully
DOWNTOWN
l'JFFJCTENGY
GUEST
Lobo. Apply In person at the Lobo, room
HOUSE, furnished. One person : srrnd·
168 of Student Publications.
untc student or faculty. $105. 242-2211.

----

2)

tfn

LOST & FOUND

MALE ALASKAN MALMUTE, black &
ellver, wearing red collnr, Cull 842-1428.
Needs MedlcatiOII.
9/17
FOUND: n silver bracelet with ID
charm. Identity nnd clnim In Room 206,
Journalism Building.
--~-----------------FOUND: 3 yr. old female German Shepard
on campus mall urea. 1 week ngo. Cnll
265-5280. Ir pnst owner can't be locntcd,
new owner will be sought.
9/12

3)

SERVICES

POOR MAN'S GUITAR LESSONS. $1.00
per one hour Jesson, Guarnntced Jearn
program. Cull 255-6043.
9/14
PIANO LESSONS, orgnn, theory, nccompnning, tutorhur. Churlottc Vnnc-BM,
MM. 268·7035.
9/14
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? Roommates Unlimited cnn find the right ncrson or lllacc for ncnrly everyone. Registration is Free. We're nt 3007 Central
Next door to Lobo Tllentre. Open from
9-6 Mon-Snt, and by Appt. 208-0906.
9/28
ABSOLUTELY FREE I ROOMMA'fE RE·
FERRAL SERVICE. Need n roommntc
for your house or apt? We will find you
one fast I Need n roommate With n
house? You can be looking nt places
to<lny I A free service from Homefindcra.
4016 Central NE. 260-7991.
trn
PART-TIME TECH wants TV's to rcnair. Reasonable rates. Call 842-0820.
9/11
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM Guitar mn.ior. Student o£ Hector
Garcia. 765-5765.
9/11
BELLY DANCE

ROOM, WEST of falr~trounds, need nnrtllmc houscsitter, 268-3063.
9/14
PARKTNG-Wnnt your very own pnrking
plnre? Five minute wnlk to Mitchell Hull.
Cnll 842-1063 after 4 pm.
9/11
BOSQUE l'LAZA APA:RTMENTS. A1Iobc
St:vlc-1 & 2 Dtls, Fum. & Unfurn.Utilltlcs included. Pool, gas bnrbcouc,
lnrge balconies, snunn, ref. nir, 10 min.
from UNM. Wnterbcds permitted. From
· $150.00. 8201 Mnroucttc NE-206-6071.
Students & professors welcome Ill
FEMAJ.E ROOMMATE to shnrc 2 bdrm.
ant. Preferably s:rrmlunte student. 5 min.
from cnmpus. $!l7.50/mo. Includes utilltic.q, Cull Debbie days: 277-6200, even·
ings: 206-!1432,
0/1 '(

5)

FOR SALE

1969 Dntsun convertible 1600, very good
condition, new transmission, $1200 or
offer. A!Ro R-GO BMW, needs minor
work, $600. 242-2915.

LEAVlNG COUN'fRY. 1971. Pinto, executive owivcl chair. Spartan savey red
curl-up-in .chnlr, metal bookcnBc, unfinished chest, Scaly Poaturcpcdlc-queen
size, room dividers, fl!o cnac. Cat-dog
condominium, 877-2929.
9/12
CONTEMPORARY area rugs nnd drapm
for SALE. Cnll 293-2763.
9/12
NORMANDY "Quick Release" 27xlta
"complete wheel set." Leave ml!..'lsagc,
256-2745.
9/16
'i9'ii7Pr..YMOUTH Belvedere. $240 or best
offer, 277-3695 u!tcr 9 :00.
0/15
1065 PLYMOUTH station wagon, radial
tires, nlr conditioning, rndlo, Excellent
condition, Inside and out. $500. 344-4083
after 3:30,
·
9/17
1006 CHEVY Malibu wngon. Straight nix.
Good gas mllengc, 293·4564.
9/H
1964 HILLMAN station wagon. Good condition, $396. 3701 Utah, NE, 299-4218.

EMPLOYMENT

NEED EXTRA MONEY 1 Help Harvest
apple crop, Deauti!ul rural surroundings,
inquire 265·6432 or 293-1953.
9/17
WANTED, DOORMAN, usher, concesslonce, State Theatre, 213 Central NW.
242-0781.
9/17
COUNTER GIRL. Apply In person. Lotn
Burger #22, 2010 Eubank NE.
9/14
SEEK PERMANENT PART-TIME accounting work, Call Scott 11.t 256-4174.
9/18
ATTRACTIVE UNINHIDITED Females
wanted for part-time figure modeling.
292-0078.
9/14
PART TIME WEST of fairgrounds, telephone mornings early, 268-3063,
9/14
BUSBOYS WANTED, day or night, ap·
ply Scotch and Sirloin, 7209 Central NE
after 6 p.m.
9/12

THURSDAY.
"A Streetcar
N amcd Desire"

9/H

META I. DESK with chnlr, $46: Hide-a-bed,
$41i. Cull 346-2964.
9/14
TFJN SPEED COLUMBIA RACER, excellent 28". Cnll 243-4278 after 6:00 p,m.
9/ll
1960 CHEVY CONVERTIDI.E. Looks terrible-runs great. $300. Call 266-0281.
9/11
WHU~E THEY LAST. Bnck issues of the
Dally Lobo nrc sold for 10c each In Student Pu'bllcntlons Business Office room
205, Journnllsm Building.
1969 VW BUS call 842-0301 after 6 :00
p.m.
9/11
CLOSE OUT nt the Bend Shnmnn. All
leather coats, jncke.U!, skirts, pnnw. etc.
$2.50 en. 401 B Snn Felipe, Old Town.
0/12
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS. All used len•
· thcr jnckeU!, etc. Only,.$2.60 en. nt the
Bend Shamnn, 842-968~S. Open 7 days n.
week. 11-8.
9/12
LOWEST PRICES on world champion bl·
cycles. Gitnne. Zeu.q, mu'ily others, some
used, $86. Dick llrtllett, 266·1702.
9/12
SLJDE RULES: 2 post vcrsn)og & 1
pickett any reasonable offer. 256-7786.
0/12
PICK-UP excellent co;~•lltlon 66 Chevy
4 anced G cvl. FM stereo radio. 1021
Wnlclle R<l, SW David.
9/11
BICYCI.ES. SPECIALIST In finest world
chnmpion bikes. Bertin, Zeus, Lcgnnno,
Gltnne from $86, Used track. blkcs. Dick
Ilnllet, 206-2784,
·9/31
30 PORTABLE TV's, $26-$60. 4.U Wyoming NE. 25u-6987.
10/29
AKC ALASKAN MALMUTES. Dlnck nnd
white, solid white, nntl silver, pedistrcc.
Will be lnrge. Various nrlccs. 877-7611.

7)

I

MISCELLANEOUS

WE NEED articles, stories, Poetry and
artwork (drawings, lithographs and photography) for our September/October
is8ue. Deadline is Septt>mber 30. Thunderbird magazine, 206 Journalism, 2774202 or 256-0456.
REPORTERS/WRl'l'ERS who want iour·
nnlistlc experience can work for New
Mexico Daily Lobo. Come to room 168
of Student Publications.
GUITAR MAKING build your own rosewood classicnl or steel string guitar. A
six week coUfl!e In guitar making b offered by Leitch Guitars of Albuquerque.
Course includes 60 hrs of instruction
plus nil materials. Tuition $260. For
more info., call Fritz Dnmler, 1144-0516.
9/14
HAVE A HAPPY DAY/

FREE FILMS
Every Wednesday
Beginning Tomorrow

September 12th

''CHARLIE
CHAPLIN''
Continuous Showing
Starring Vivien Leigh ·
and Marlon Bran do

8&10pm. 75¢
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION THEATRE 277-2031

1 0 a.m.-3 p.m.
in the Sub-Theatre
Sponsored by

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

9/10

FIREWOOD FOR SALE, UNM student.
Phones: 242·8170, 842-9086, 877-8508.
.
10/1
1972 YAMAHA, excellent condition, $300
or bC!It offer. 1144-8078 after 6:00 lJm.

The First Greek Restaurant in
Albuquerque to Introduce
SOUVLAKI & GYROS
•It's Meat .
•It's Delicious
•It's Greek . .

Cuild
theatre
:340:5 CENTRAl. NE 265•0220

ZORBA'S greek food

NelN Mexico
Dail.yLobo

602 Central SW-247-2117
Owners
Marina Makrodimitri &
George Hadgidimitriou

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1 .00 minimum charge

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me'J(ico Daily Lobo
times beginning

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge

Terms

under the heading (circle one): 1. Persohals;

2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Reht; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Enclosed $--·-·.-·-·~ Placed by

